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Czechs and Slovaks plan 
link to European wat�lWays 
by Alexander Hartmann 

After the division of former Czechoslovakia into the Czech 
and the Slovak republics, both countries have to find ways to 
improve their economies rapidly. One key project that could 
speed up this process is the construction of the Danube-Oder
Elbe waterway (DOE), that might later become part of a ship 
route connecting the Baltic and Adriatic seas. This waterway 
is part of the program for the economic reconstruction of Eu
rope to fuel a global economic recovery proposed by Ameri
can economist Lyndon H. LaRouche, the Paris-Berlin-Vien
na "Productive Triangle." For ships, it will be the shortest 
route connecting Berlin and Vienna (see Figure 1). 

In 1990 and 1991, engineers of Ecotrans Moravia, a com
pany founded by the states and municipalities along the future 
canal, published a general plan for this waterway under the 
title: "The Danube-Oder-Elbe Waterway-Yes or No?" 
They want to start construction based on this plan in 1993, 
and to complete the four stages of the project within 25 years, 
thus providing for a rapid modernization of the Czech and 
the Slovak economies. The benefits of this waterway will be 
felt in most of central and eastern Europe. 

Binding nations together 
The idea of such a canal is nothing new. In the 17th 

century, Lothar Vogemont was the first to engineer a canal 
linking the Oder, Elbe, and Danube rivers. When, at the tum 
of the century, the Austro-Hungarian Empire had trouble 
with its divergent nationalities, these plans were picked up 
again. The idea was to build strong economic ties that would 
hold these nations together. The DOE was the northern 
branch of a waterway whose southern branch was to cross 
Slovenia, Croatia, and Hungary, thus connecting the Adriatic 
Sea and the Danube, and all the nations along the route. 

Construction was actually begun in the vicinity of Vien-
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na, but the First World War, the division of the Hapsburg 
Empire, and, later, the Second World War and the Iron Cur
tain prevented its completiob. The communists ruling 
Czechoslovakia, especially th+se sitting in Moscow, were 
not interested in improving the ties of their satellites to west
ern Europe. They were interested only in tying them closer 
to the Soviet Union, and since! there was no short route for 
ships, they invested in railro�ds. Railroads also fit much 
better with the blitzkrieg strate$y of the Soviet Red Army. 

Another factor was that the ISoviets did not allow foreign 
ships on their waterways, and, indeed, constructed their wa
terways in a way that prevented foreign ships from going on 
Russian rivers. By building hpge dams, they transformed 
waterways into chains of giant artificial lakes, with waves 
too high for western riverboats. Thus, only 7.7% of all goods 
were transported by ship in the former Comecon, while in 
west-central Europe, ships tarried 35% of all inland 
transport. 

In the 1960s, the Czechosfuvakian government had the 
plans for the DOE remodeled. Still, only a few parts of these 
plans were carried out, mainly where it was necessary to 
build dams to provide water for'industry and agriculture any
way. Transport was ultimately to be possible, but it was 
not a priority. While the earlier plans envisioned a canal 
completely separate from the riivers, the communists intend
ed to build a chain of locks and! dams, avoiding construction 
of a separate canal wherever possible. 

Ecotrans Moravia remode�d the plans all over again. 
Their idea is to use the sectiohs of the river that are deep 
enough for water transport (eit�er naturally or because of the 
improvements made by the c�mmunists), and to connect 
these sections by canals, shortcutting the environmentally 
valuable meanders of the Morava River. They have studied 
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FIGURE 1 

How the Danube-Oder-Elbe waterway complements the European ·�rloal�ctllve 
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The establishment of a water connection between the Danube at Vienna, to the Elbe and Oder rivers, is the pre'qo'idition 
inland shipping along the eastern leg of the Paris-Berlin-Vienna "Productive Triangle." 

high-volume 

the experiences in constructing the Main-Danube Canal, the 
section of the Rhine-Main-Danube waterway (RMD) opened 
half a year ago in Germany. 

International waterway 
A remodeling of the plans was necessary also because 

modem ships need parameters better than those used 30 years 
ago. Now, ships of 2.8 meters (9.2 feet) draft will be able to 
use the waterway, which can later be increased to 3.5 meters 
( 1 1.5 feet). Locks will have a length of 190 meters (207.8 
yards) and a width of 12 meters (13.2 yards), which means 
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that the DOE will have all the par·anjI.eters of a modem water
way, as does the RMD. Ships will able to carry 2,500 tons 
and tows up to 3,950 tons (at 3.5 draft, about 5,000 
tons). Some 144 containers in three layers can be 
transported by one ship; if the of bridges is in-
creased to 9.8 meters, there can be layers of containers 
on the ship, i.e., 192 containers. 

As you can see in Table 1, 
routes even between Vienna and . The distance 
between Vienna and Szczecin will be cut by 54%. In addi
tion, the DOE's highest level is meters between the 
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TABLE 1 

The Oanube-Oder-Elbe waterway cuts down 
on distance and travel times 

Locks 
Percent compared 

of Rhine- to Rhine-
Maln- Main-

Distance Danube Locks Danube 

Rhlne-Maln-Danube 
Vienna-Rotterdam 1,662 100 65 0 
Vienna-Bremen 1,784 100 86 0 
Vienna-Hamburg 1,910 100 82 0 
Vienna-Szczecin 2,132 100 89 0 

Danube-Elbe 
Vienna-Rotterdam 1,631 98 53 -12 
Vienna-Bremen 1,293 72 74 -12 
Vienna-Hamburg 1,153 60 68 -14 
Vienna-Szczecin 1,193 56 73 -16 

Danube-Oder 
Vienna-Rotterdam 1,795 108 66 +1 
Vienna-Bremen 1,457 81 85 -1 
Vienna-Hamburg 1,317 69 79 -3 
Vienna-Szczecin 989 46 69 -20 

Danube and Elbe rivers, and 275 meters between the Danube 
and Oder rivers, compared to 406 meters on the RMD (see 
Table 2). Along the section connecting Prerov to the Elbe, 
there are two shiplifts of 100 meters and 109.5 meters. The 
highest lock will lift ships by 30 meters. That means not only 
that the total distance bridged by locks or shiplifts is smaller, 
but also that the average length of pools is bigger (about 17 
kilometers compared to 10.7 kilometers on the Main-Danube 
Canal). In short, ships will save a lot of time compared to 
the routes used now. 

But this will not affect the profitability of the RMD nega
tively, since the two waterways supplement each other. Like 
most of the cars and trucks using America's coast-to-coast 
highways, which enter the highway at one point and leave at 
another along the route, using only a section of the highway, 
this is true also for ships using canals. Canals serve those 
regions they cross. Since the DOE and the RMD will be 
connected to one another, they will link all regions adjacent 
to either canal. In many cases, it will be more economical to 
transport by ship than it is now. 

The regions profiting most from the DOE will be the 
areas around Prague, Dresden, and Leipzig on the western 
branch, and Wroclaw and the industrial region of Upper 
Silesia on the eastern branch of the DOE. Berlin, Vienna, 
and Bratislava will be reached by both branches. These areas 
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TABLE 2 

Specifications of Oanub�-Oder-Elbe waterway 
I 

Dlff..-ence Highest 
Distance In hlelght level No. of 

Section (kilometers) (meters) (meters) locks 

Main-Danube 171 2� 405 16 
Morava 172 12i4 224 11 
Morava-Oder 161.1 17h 275 12 
Morava-Elbe 149.8 34p.2* 395 8* 

This table compares the recently op�ned Main-Danube Canal with 
the sections of the Danube-Oder-Elbe branching from Prerov to 
the south along the Morava River, r!ortheast toward the Oder 
River, and west toward the Elbe Riv,er. (* include two shiplifts of 
100 meters and 109.5 meters.) 

TABLE 3 

Population centers with access to the 
Oanube-Oder-Elbe waterway 

Area 

Vienna/Bratislava 

Prague/Northern Bohemia 

Dresden/Leipzig/Saxony 

Berlin 

Wroclaw 

Upper Silesia 

Total 

Population (In millions) 

2 
3 
3.5 
4 

4 
17.5 

have a combined population ofl more than 17 million, and 
include the most important indu�trial centers of Austria, Po
land, and the Czech and the Slovak republics (see Table 3). 
Vienna, Prague, Dresden, Leipzig, and Berlin are included 
in the Productive Triangle, Upper Silesia and Wroclaw lie 
along one of the "spiral anns,'1 as defined by LaRouche's 
proposal). As will be demonstrated, the DOE is more than 
just a waterway. The intention is to build a corridor of devel
opment. 

Escape from the island 
Currently, especially the Czech Republic is situated on a 

kind of island in respect to the European grid of waterways. 
The Elbe and Oder rivers reach into the Czech Republic, 
while the Danube River is the southern border of the Slovak 
RepUblic. The Elbe and Vltava rivers have been turned into 
modem waterways within the Czech RepUblic. But farther 
north, in Gennany and Poland, neither the Elbe nor the Oder 
have been improved. On the Elbe River, ship transport is 
impossible often for two montbs or more every year, and 
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most of the time it is hampered by low waters. 
As long as this situation remains unchanged, many goods 

from Bohemia have to be transported by other means. And 
as long as German authorities have more respect for self
proclaimed environmentalists than for the challenges of the 
future, and as long as short-term fiscal austerity has a higher 
priority than saving money by investing in increasing produc
tivity, the situation will probably not change. The new Ger
man Federal Transport Route Plan, the general plan govern
ing investments into traffic routes built under federal 
authority, does not foresee any improvements of the Elbe 
River at all for the time being. 

Of all European rivers, only the Oder provides for ship
ping conditions worse than those on the Elbe River. The 
situation on the Oder River is so bad that there has been no 
regular shipping on this river across the Czech-Polish border 
for years. As long as the Polish government takes orders from 
the International Monetary Fund, there will be no investment 
in improving shipping conditions. 

This means that for the time being, the Danube River will 
be the only part of the European grid of waterways accessible 
for Czech and Slovak goods with acceptable shipping condi
tions. Opponents of the DOE argue that the DOE does not 
make any sense with two deadends. Ecotrans Moravia de
fends the DOE as the only way to get out of their island 
position and to gain access to the European grid of water
ways. By establishing a fait accompli. they will increase 
pressure on Poland and Germany to do their part to improve 
navigability of the Elbe and Oder rivers, which will then 
complete the DOE as envisioned by Ecotrans Moravia. 

A corridor for development 
The DOE will not only be a canal, but it also includes the 

construction of a railroad fitting modem standards (speeds of 
up to 100 miles per hour for freight trains and 150 mph for 
passenger trains). The wide curves needed by high-speed 
trains will be an advantage for ship transport, too. This rail
road will follow the canal in a way that bridges and under
passes will cross both the canal and the railroad, which will 
save a lot of money and material. Even tunnels will be used 
both by ships and trains (see Figure 2). 

It will not only mean saving money and material on con
struction. As detailed in the Productive Triangle proposal, 
benefits from different pieces of infrastructure will be more 
than additive if they are grouped into corridors of develop
ment. They will define an area with conditions much more 
favorable for industrial development. This will speed up the 
process of reconstruction. 

The DOE includes construction of 30 industrial centers 
at harbors along the waterway (see Figure 3). These centers 
have been modeled after the industrial harbor at Nuremberg, 
Germany, that was built together with the Main-Danube Ca
nal and opened in 1970. Today, 70 companies employ 3,700 
workers on a 452.2-acre site at this harbor. 
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Some of these 30 centers are already under construction. 
They will provide jobs for 30,000 workers. That does not 
include the 5,600 workers needed tp operate the canal. The 
construction of the canal will emRloy 7,400 workers, and 
companies providing steel, cement, or other materials for 
construction will have work for about 37,000 persons. 

Another aspect that is not mentioned explicitly in the 
Ecotrans Moravia study, is the fact that the construction of 
the DOE can be used as an instrument to modernize these 
companies. One of the big problems of these companies is 
that the collapsing markets in eastern Europe provide no 
demand for their products. Therefore, they dump them cheap 
on the western markets, in a way tl).at ruins western compa
nies, but does not provide any capital for investment. A 
large part of the industrial capacities of eastern Europe is not 
utilized or has been shut down already. 

By employing these capacities at a fair price over a num
ber of years, these companies get a ;chance to invest in mod
ernizing their production. When theIWork is done, these com
panies will have reached a productivity enabling them to pay 
high wages, which in turn will help�reate an internal market, 
which is non-existent at the mome.t. At the end of the pro
cess, the Czech and Slovak republfs will have a high stan
dard of living, similar to the 1920s when Bohemia was as 
wealthy as Switzerland. 

Financing the DOE 
The study presented by Ecotrans Moravia discusses sev

eral schemes to finance the construction of the DOE. These 
range from financing the DOE thrO\�gh the responsible minis
try (i.e. , through taxes or governrpent debt) or a state-run 
company as in the case of the RMO (see EIR. Oct. 3, 1992), 
a private company leasing the canal to the state, or a "free
market" solution through private icapital, where the state 
would only participate through providing certain guarantees. 

The authors of the study do not state any preferences from 
among these four possibilities, but they do point out that 
there is a difference between "adequate economic effective
ness" and "adequate profitability." �n other words, not every 
way the nation benefits economidally from the canal will 
show up on the balance sheet of the company or institution 
operating the canal. This includes: savings on maintenance 
of other means of transport, impro"Vement of the availability 
of water, protection of the enviroOlment, lower risk of acci
dents, creation of jobs, and so forth. The increased savings 
to shippers and profits of harbors and other companies bene
fitting from the canal will also not end up on the balance 
sheets. 

These so-called secondary effects of the canal will be 
greater if the canal is not used: to attempt to generate 
profits directly. Since private capital by its very nature 
demands interest payments, and i these interest payments 
comprise most of the costs of great projects like the DOE, 
the DOE will be the more costly J and the more profit the 
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FIGURE 2 
Construction plan for a tunnel 
which can handle both barge 
and rail traffic 

FIGURE3 
Plans for industrial and infrastructure 
development in the area along the Danube
Oder-Elbe waterway 

= DOE waterway 

_ Navigable rivers 

- Existing and planned motorways 

- High·speed railways (HSR) 

• Planned HSR stations 

e International airports and HSR stations 

• Integrated port and industry zones 

financing company will take. 
For example, the interest accumulated during a delay in 

the construction of one section of the RMD alone was more 
than the physical costs of construction of that section. The 
same is true for the construction of many nuclear power 
plants all over the world that were delayed by environmental
ists or international financial institutions. The construction 
of the DOE may be half as costly if it is built without private 
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capital, i. e. , if the state or the CblllPilnV or the institution does 
not finance the canals' through any scheme that 
involves interest payments, by the company or by the 
state. 

A return to national UCljlll\.lllI� 
At present, it is unlikely that the Czech or Slovak repub

lics, or any other governmehts, could finance the DOE 
through taxes. That means tliat there is only one way to 
finance the construction in subh a way as to avoid interest 
payments: the return to methdds of national banking in the 
tradition of the first U. S. secre� of the treasury, Alexander 
Hamilton. Simplified, this melns that the national bank will 
circulate the money it prints Iby giving cheap or interest
free credits, possibly administered by a kind of bank for 
reconstruction or other banks, Ito the institution building the 
DOE or similar projects. That way, the project does not 
burden the taxpayer, and it dd1es not generate an avalanche 
of debt on the company. 

This possibility has not been discussed by the authors of 
the DOE, but they still calculate the savings through the 
project at 7.9% over a peri01 of 40 years, i.e., 25 years 
of construction and 15 years qf full operation of the canal, 
calculating only the difference between the expenses for con
struction and savings from reduced costs of transport. If other 
effects are included, like sales lof electricity generated along 
the canal, environmental "propts," job safety, and reduced 
costs of maintenance for other means of transport, this rises 
to 22.2%. 

The worsening economic situation of eastern Europe, 
which is at the point of political and even military conflicts, 
has to be addressed. Withoutl projects like the DOE, this 
will be impossible. That is why the governments involved, 
especially after the "divorce" of the Czech and Slovak repub
lics, put it high on their lists 9f priorities and, if possible, 
intend to speed up construction. 
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